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I received an email from Mike “the Sprite” Edworthy. Always on the look out for interesting snippets on Sprite themes, he had struck 

up a conversation, with his good friend (and Lotus Guru / Author) Michael Oliver, also a resident of Witney, West Oxfordshire. Their 

conversation drifted onto the subject of the little Falcon Sprite - the “Ugly Duckling”, which came good. Ed. 
  

 

Hi Rod - A possible little magazine article.  

Mike Oliver sent me some info on an unusual Sprite at Le-Mans in 1960. I've 

done a bit of research. The Falcon Sprite was built by Roger Menandue in 1958 

for the Nassau race using a kit body on a Sprite chassis. It won its class there! 
 

John Sprinzel  and John Lumkin raced it at Sebring in March 1960. During practice 

Geoff Healey was concerned that Sprinzel was using too many revs and the 

engine would not last, so they asked Stirling Moss (who was competing in a 

Maserati) to take it out for a run. After 3 laps he knocked 4 second off Sprinzels 

time using lower revs!. 

They went on to finish 41st with a class win after being delayed with a blown 

head gasket.  
Hope this is some use to you. 

Cheers 

           Mike (the Sprite). 

 

Michael Oliver wrote: 

Here's a couple of pics of the unusual-looking Sprite I mentioned to you yesterday 

that raced at Le Mans. Judging by the dates (the news took a while to 

get to Canada!) the car must have competed in the 1960 Le Mans. The 

car had a 996cc engine and finished 16th overall and 1st in the up to 

1000cc class. Drivers were John Dalton from Derbyshire and an 

Amercian I am not familiar with, called John Colgate (who seems to 

have had a background racing Austin-Healeys in SCCA events in the 

US).  

John Dalton was very much a club racer who competed for fun. He was 

the grandson of the founder of Dalton & Co, a supplier initially of 

veterinary products to local farmers in the early 1900s who diversified 

into lubricants, launching the Silkolene brand in 1962 (initially of 

petroleum jellies but which later was used for the company's 

lubricants). So he wasn't short of money!  

In 1962 he funded the construction of a pair copies of a Lotus 18/21 

Formula 1 car for a young up-and-coming New Zealand driver called 

Tony Shelly and fellow Derbyshire man Tim Parnell and he did actually 

sub for Parnell in a non-Championship Formula 1 race at Mallory Park 

that year, when Parnell was unable to drive due to being unwell. Later 

on, in the 1970s, Dalton also provided the finance for the abortive 

Amon Formula 1 car, for another better known Kiwi driver, Chris 

Amon. 

Anyway, hope this is of some interest! 

All the best 
 

Mike (Oliver)  
 

We are grateful for the two cuttings showing the 1960 Le Mans “Falcon” Sprite, taken 

from Canadian Track & Traffic Magazine’s Sept 1960 and Jan 1961 issues.     Ed. 


